### Book

**Format:**

**Example:**

### Entry in an Encyclopedia

**Format:**
Author's last name, first and second initial. (Year ). Title of the entry. In *Title of the encyclopedia* (Vol. number, page number). Publication location: Publisher.

**Example:**

**Note:**
If an entry has no author, place the title of the entry in the author position.

**Example:**

### Journal Article (print)

**Format:**
Author’s last name, first and second Initial. (Year). Article title. *Journal title*, volume number(issue number), page numbers.

**Example:**

**Note:**
To cite an article in a weekly magazine, give the complete date, e.g. (1999, June 6).

### Journal Article (retrieved from library database)

**Format 1: Article is assigned a DOI (Digital Object Identifier)**
Author's last name, first and second Initial. (Year). Article title. *Journal title*, volume number(issue number), page numbers. doi: xxxxxxxxxxx

**Example:**

**Format 2: Article is NOT assigned a DOI**
Author's last name, first and second Initial. (Year). Article title. *Journal title*, volume number(issue number), page numbers. Retrieved from database home page URL

**Example:**

### Web Site

**Format:**
Author if given, (date of web site if given; use n.d. if no date). *Title of web site*. Retrieved date from URL (no period used after URL)

**Example 1:**

**Example 2:**

For more information, click on Citation guide on the Library homepage.